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minimum wage may offer deceptive indicators of its impact. Alternative measures, such as kernel
density or cumulative distribution plots, are more reliable, and highlight influences higher in the
wage distribution or on the informal sector. Panel employment data from Colombia, where minimum
wages seem high and binding, show that the minimum wage can have important impacts on wages
and unemployment across the wage distribution.
Judge Bias in Labor Courts and Firm Performance Mar 18 2023 Does labor court uncertainty and
judge subjectivity influence firms’ performance? We study the economic consequences of judge
decisions by collecting information on more than 145,000 Appeal court rulings, combined with
administrative firm-level records covering the whole universe of French firms. The quasi-random
assignment of judges to cases reveals that judge bias has statistically significant effects on the
survival, employment, and sales of small low-performing firms. However, we find that the
uncertainty associated with the actual dispersion of judge bias is small and has a non-significant
impact on their average outcomes.
The Ape Is Dead! Dec 03 2021 A young black student's journey towards true love
World Development Report 2013 Mar 30 2024 Jobs provide higher earnings and better benefits as
countries grow, but they are also a driver of development. Poverty falls as people work their way out
of hardship and as jobs empowering women lead to greater investments in children. Efficiency
increases as workers get better at what they do, as more productive jobs appear, and less productive
ones disappear. Societies flourish as jobs bring together people from different ethnic and social
backgrounds and provide alternatives to conflict. Jobs are thus more than a byproduct of economic
growth. They are transformational —they are what we earn, what we do, and even who we are. High
unemployment and unmet job expectations among youth are the most immediate concerns. But in
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many developing countries, where farming and self-employment are prevalent and safety nets are
modest are best, unemployment rates can be low. In these countries, growth is seldom jobless. Most
of their poor work long hours but simply cannot make ends meet. And the violation of basic rights is
not uncommon. Therefore, the number of jobs is not all that matters: jobs with high development
payoffs are needed. Confronted with these challenges, policy makers ask difficult questions. Should
countries build their development strategies around growth, or should they focus on jobs? Can
entrepreneurship be fostered, especially among the many microenterprises in developing countries,
or are entrepreneurs born? Are greater investments in education and training a prerequisite for
employability, or can skills be built through jobs? In times of major crises and structural shifts,
should jobs, not just workers, be protected? And is there a risk that policies supporting job creation
in one country will come at the expense of jobs in other countries? The World Development Report
2013: Jobs offers answers to these and other difficult questions by looking at jobs as drivers of
development—not as derived labor demand—and by considering all types of jobs—not just formal
wage employment. The Report provides a framework that cuts across sectors and shows that the
best policy responses vary across countries, depending on their levels of development, endowments,
demography, and institutions. Policy fundamentals matter in all cases, as they enable a vibrant
private sector, the source of most jobs in the world. Labor policies can help as well, even if they are
less critical than is often assumed. Development policies, from making smallholder farming viable to
fostering functional cities to engaging in global markets, hold the key to success.
Labyrinth Jun 20 2023 Notable International Crime Novel of the Year – Crime Reads / Lit Hub From
a prize-winning Turkish novelist, a heady, political tale of one man’s search for identity and meaning
in Istanbul after the loss of his memory. A blues singer, Boratin, attempts suicide by jumping off the
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Bosphorus Bridge, but opens his eyes in the hospital. He has lost his memory, and can't recall why
he wished to end his life. He remembers only things that are unrelated to himself, but confuses their
timing. He knows that the Ottoman Empire fell, and that the last sultan died, but has no idea when.
His mind falters when remembering civilizations, while life, like a labyrinth, leads him down
different paths. From the confusion of his social and individual memory, he is faced with two
questions. Does physical recognition provide a sense of identity? Which is more liberating for a man,
or a society: knowing the past, or forgetting it? Embroidered with Borgesian micro-stories, Labyrinth
flows smoothly on the surface while traversing sharp bends beneath the current.
Does Matching Overcome Lalonde's Critique of Nonexperimental Estimators? Oct 01 2021
Languages of Instruction for African Emancipation Sep 11 2022 Languages of Instruction for
African Emancipation is a collection of case studies from seven African countries poses questions
such as: What alternatives are there for educational language policies towards African
emancipation? What efforts have governments made to change the language policy in favour of
African languages and how far have they succeeded? What challenges do African learners face when
it comes to current language of instruction policies? The authors reject a language education policy
that neglects the multilingualism existing in Africa; that reinforces patterns of privilege that existed
in the colonial era, further entrenching the schism between the elite and the masses. They give short
shrift to the 'new' justification of the unjustifiable status accorded to English in Africa as the
language of globalisation, suggesting that it is not relevant to the vast majority of African lives and
their human development. The sum of thoughts presented suggests that the answer to the language
question provides the key to development challenges and further emancipation of the African
peoples, which, it is argued, is at the same time a question that will determine whether Africa will
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remain a recognisable and distinctive cultural component of humanity or whether Africans will cease
to exist culturally as Africans.
Dead to Rights Jun 08 2022 A killer stalks Colonial Savannah in this intriguing murder mystery by
prominent historian Robert L. Gold. One after another, prominent men are turning up dead - in ways
that are ingenious and gruesome. Never seen except as a hooded figure in the dark, the killer seems
invincible and the murders unstoppable. Gold teases and tantalizes at a time when a grisly secret lay
smoldering amid the town's majestic oaks. Live vicaroiusly in the world of fledgling Savannah -
before it evolved into one of America's most charming and historic southern cities.
Treatise for the Seekers of Guidance Oct 13 2022 The translation, notes, and commentary of
Imam al-Harith al-Muhasibi's "Risala al-Mustarshidin (Treatise for the Seekers of Guidance)" serves
as a layman's guide to Islamic spirituality.
Evidence on the Impact of Minimum Wage Laws in an Informal Sector Feb 22 2021 What happens
when a previously uncovered labor market is regulated? We exploit the introduction of a minimum
wage in South Africa and variation in the intensity of this law to identify increases in wages and no
statistically significant effects on employment on the intensive or extensive margins for domestic
workers. These large, partial responses to the law are somewhat surprising, given the lack of
monitoring and enforcement in this informal sector. We interpret these changes as evidence that
strong external sanctions are not necessary for new labor legislation to have a significant impact on
informal sectors of developing countries, at least in the short-run.
Laghuvasudeva Mananam Jul 10 2022 The story is told of a dowager who attended a talk and
came out muttering, ‘Mesopotamia, Mesopotamia.’ She was in ecstasy. When a friend questioned
her what Mesopotamia was, she blithely answered, ‘I do not have the ghost of an idea, but the word
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Mesopotamia sounds so soothing.’ Advaita is Mesopotamia to many of us. We hail it as the acme of
philosophic thinking, we call it revolutionary, we term it sublime. But, if pressed, we have to admit
that we have only a very hazy notion about its profound implications, not only as theory but also as a
practical guide in the odyssey of life. Sri Sankaracharya’s Bhashyas and Prakaranas are, no doubt,
masterly expositions of this grand perspective of Reality, but his language is so mellifluous and
alluring that we are lulled into a complacence that we have understood where we have not. The
beauty veils the truth. It is in this predicament that Laghu Vasudevamananam comes to our rescue.
It takes us by the hand and leads us step by easy step to the very summit. As the name implies,
Laghu Vasudevamananam is the condensation of a larger treatise Vasudevamananam attributed to
one Vasudeva Yati who is said to have lived some three centuries back on the banks of the Narmada.
But nothing definite is known about this sage. Nor is the text of his treatise now available.
Fortunately, another great soul, out of compassion for us, has taken the trouble to epitomize the
work, himself remaining anonymous. Greatness is often enshrined in anonymity in Indian tradition.
Do our masterpieces of painting and sculpture carry the master’s signature? Laghu
Vasudevamananam is indeed a vade mecum of Advaitic metaphysics. The analysis is thorough, neat,
precise. The cause of all human misery is traced, stage by stage, to Ajnana or ignorance. And it is
underlined that no word or deed can exorcise Ajnana which vanishes in toto only when supreme
knowledge dawns. The desiderata for the seeker of knowledge are then specified and the technique
of investigation is described. The distinction between self and non-self, the nature of
superimposition, the nexus between Jivatman and Paramatman, the three states of consciousness,
the five sheaths, the three bodies, are all explained clearly. How the Mahavakyas like Tat Tvam Asi
are to be interpreted and how Brahman is to be realized as Sat-chit-ananda are next elucidated. The
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logic is razor-sharp and no loose ends are left anywhere. So when the author concludes with the
challenging declaration, ‘There is nothing more to be said or heard’, we gladly nod assent. A
melancholy interest attaches to this English translation of Laghu Vasudevamananam in that it was
the last scholarly work of Revered Swami Tapasyanandaji Maharaj, who has enriched our religio-
philosophic literature with so many admirable translations and critical notes during his long
dedicated life of nearly nine decades.
Delhi, Agra & Jaipur May 20 2023 Provides background information on Delhi, Agra and Jaipur;
describes the major sights, and suggests hotels, restaurants, entertainment, and outdoor activities.
Sarasvati Feb 02 2022 Comprehensive study on Saraswati River.
Modern Chinese History Jan 04 2022 "The second edition of Modern Chinese History provides a
concise narrative of Chinese history from the period 1644 to the present. Organized around the twin
themes of Chinese cosmopolitanism and exceptionalism, it can easily supplement any history,
international studies, cultural studies, or Asian studies course. It can also provide valuable
background information necessary to understand contemporary Chinese politics, society, and
economics. General readers wanting quickly to understand the collapse of the imperial system, the
rise of Communism, and the role of China in our contemporary world will welcome this eminently
readable text"--
Masks of Conquest Jun 28 2021 A classic work in postcolonial studies, Masks of Conquest
describes the introduction of English studies in India under British rule and illuminates the
discipline's transcontinental movements and derivations, showing that the origins of English studies
are as diverse and diffuse as its future shape. In her new preface, Gauri Viswanathan argues
forcefully that the curricular study of English can no longer be understood innocently of or
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inattentively to the imperial contexts in which the discipline first articulated its mission.
Looking Again at Indian Art Jun 01 2024
Education, Society, and Development May 08 2022 Contributed articles.
Bloodline Bandra Mar 25 2021 David Cabral is a journalist, and also one of the original peepils: an
East Indian from Pali Village. The village is a world unto itself, and the villagers such notables as
Salt Peter, Freddy Fakir, Basco Big Stomach, Carla Four Eyes, Lorna Leg Spread, Spunkless Joe and
Small Tree Big Fruit. It is a world relatively untroubled by the rapid changes around it, mostly
because its inhabitants just ask themselves, 'My fadder wot going?'David, spurred by the sight of
childhood friends who have made it big abroad, manages to shake off the stupor of his comfortable
life and heads to New York for his piece of the American Dream pie. There, he finds himself a slave:
unable to scrape together enough money to return to India, nor able to quit because it would render
his stay illegal. There also, he meets and falls in love with Japanese cello student Hatsumi Nakamura
- a difficult love, bound by culture and circumstances.All the while, Pali Village beckons David
home.Bloodline Bandra captures with flair and wit the flavourful language of the East Indians, life in
the tight-knit community of Pali Village and a way of life that's dying out. It is a riveting tale of love
and loss, of home and homelessness that will linger on long after the book is read and put away.
The Republic of India Apr 30 2024
Efficient Learning for the Poor Feb 27 2024 "Large-scale efforts have been made since the 1990s
to ensure that all children of the world go to school. But mere enrollment is not sufficient, students
must become fluent in reading and calculation by the end of grade 2. Fluency is needed to process
large amounts of text quickly and use the information for decisions that may ultimately reduce
poverty. State-of-the-art brain imaging and cognitive psychology research can help formulate
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effective policies for improving the basic skills of low-income students. This book integrates research
into applications that extend from preschool brain development to the memory of adult educators. In
layman?'s terms, it provides explanations and answers to questions such as: Why do children have to
read fast before they can understand what they read? How do health, nutrition, and stimulation
influence brain development? Why should students learn basic skills in their maternal language? Is
there such a thing as an untrained teacher? What signs in a classroom show whether students are
getting a quality education? How must information be presented in class so that students can retain
it and use it? What training techniques are most likely to help staff put their learning into use? This
book would be useful to policymakers, donor agency staff, teacher trainers, supervisors, and
inspectors, as well as university professors and students."
The Indian Princes and their States Sep 23 2023 Although the princes of India have been
caricatured as oriental despots and British stooges, Barbara Ramusack's study argues that the
British did not create the princes. On the contrary, many were consummate politicians who
exercised considerable degrees of autonomy until the disintegration of the princely states after
independence. Ramusack's synthesis has a broad temporal span, tracing the evolution of the Indian
kings from their pre-colonial origins to their roles as clients in the British colonial system. The book
breaks ground in its integration of political and economic developments in the major princely states
with the shifting relationships between the princes and the British. It represents a major
contribution, both to British imperial history in its analysis of the theory and practice of indirect
rule, and to modern South Asian history, as a portrait of the princes as politicians and patrons of the
arts.
Speaking of Faith Aug 11 2022 A thought-provoking, original appraisal of the meaning of religion by
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the host of public radio's On Being Krista Tippett, widely becoming known as the Bill Moyers of
radio, is one of the country's most intelligent and insightful commentators on religion, ethics, and
the human spirit. With this book, she draws on her own life story and her intimate conversations
with both ordinary and famous figures, including Elie Wiesel, Karen Armstrong, and Thich Nhat
Hanh, to explore complex subjects like science, love, virtue, and violence within the context of
spirituality and everyday life. Her way of speaking about the mysteries of life-and of listening with
care to those who endeavor to understand those mysteries--is nothing short of revolutionary.
Monetary Economics Jul 22 2023 Specially selected from The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics
2nd edition, each article within this compendium covers the fundamental themes within the
discipline and is written by a leading practitioner in the field. A handy reference tool.
Responsibility, God and Society May 27 2021 A generation of students at the Faculty of Theology of
the K.U.Leuven have been introduced by Roger Burggraeve to the thoughts of Emmanuel Levinas
(1905-1995). Levinas has been (and still is) for him a true "master in thinking". For Levinas
responsibility is heteronymous because it does not start from the "I" but from the epiphany of the
other as the face, appealing to me not "to kill" but to promote him/her. In and through the appeal of
the face, the difference between the other and me - expressed in the irreducible alterity of the other
- is, ethically speaking, the appeal to the highest "non-indifference": proximity without absorption. As
Levinas' thinking carries on obvious Jewish-Talmudic imprint, Burggraeve was interested as to how
the concept of responsibility can be connected to a biblically inspired ethic. In which way can the
Levinasian view on responsibility enhance a Christian anthropology, and in particular that one
articulated by Louvain personalism, and in its turn inspired by a Christian anthropology, so that it
benefits from uniquely Christian accents? In this Festschrift for Roger Burggraeve, authors explore
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the theme of "Responsibility, God and Society" in order to answer two questions. What does Levinas'
ethic of responsibility have to offer Christian theology? And vice-versa, what can Christian theology
offer to contemporary ethical thought on personal, relational and societal responsibility.
India Aug 23 2023 We are constantly surrounded by objects, by 'things' that channel and dictate our
everyday life, 'things' that we take for granted. But these objects speak to us, and speak about us.
They have a story to tell that reflects our values and aspirations, our achievements and dreams, and
reveal more about us than we realize! This richly illustrated book focuses on 100 objects to tell a
story of India that unravels in a series of thematic sections that allow the objects to take center-
stage. The stories that some objects tell will be new to readers; at other times, the objects
themselves may be familiar but the story they tell may not be obvious. The 100 objects shed light on
the varying priorities and the differing strands of achievement that arose over time to create the rich
multi-cultural medley that is today's India.
Babasaheb Ambedkar Dec 15 2022 He was from a respectable family, well-educated and a lawyer,
yet many Indians thought of him as ‘untouchable’. It was up to BR Ambedkar to teach his ‘depressed’
community to fight the injustices that it faced each day. Hard working and wise, he became the icon
of the underprivileged. History, however, will remember him as the architect of India’s Constitution.
Wages and Hours of Work Feb 14 2023
MGM Style Aug 30 2021 MGM Style is an overview of the career and achievements of Hollywood’s
most famous art director. Cedric Gibbons was the supervisor in charge of the art department at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film studios from its inception in 1924 until Gibbons chose to retire in 1956.
Lavishly illustrated with over 175 pristine duotone photographs, the vast majority of which have
never before been published, this is the first volume to trace Gibbons’ trendsetting career. At its
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height in the late 1930s and early 1940s, Gibbons was regularly acknowledged by his peers as
having shaped the craft of art direction in American film; his work was recognized as representing
the finest in motion picture sets and settings. Gibbons and his associates constructed the villages,
towns, streets, squares and edifices that later appeared in hundreds of films, and whose mixed
architecture stood in for army camps and the wild west, Dutch New York and Dickensian London,
ancient China and modern Japan. Inspired by the work of Le Corbusier and the Bauhaus masters, as
well as the 1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris and
Frank Lloyd Wright’s experiments with open planning, Gibbons championed the notion that movie
decor should move beyond the commercial framework of the popular cinema
Informality Revisited Jan 16 2023 The author develops a view of the informal sector in developing
countries primarily as an unregulated micro-entrepreneurial sector and not as a disadvantaged
residual of segmented labor markets. Drawing on recent work from Latin America, he offers
alternative explanations for many of the characteristics of the informal sector customarily regarded
as evidence of its inferiority.
Indigenous Peoples, Poverty, and Development Jan 28 2024 This is the first book that
documents poverty systematically for the world's indigenous peoples in developing regions in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America. The volume compiles results for roughly 85 percent of the world's
indigenous peoples. It draws on nationally representative data to compare trends in countries'
poverty rates and other social indicators with those for indigenous sub-populations and provides
comparable data for a wide range of countries all over the world. It estimates global poverty
numbers and analyzes other important development indicators, such as schooling, health, and social
protection. Provocatively, the results show a marked difference in results across regions, with rapid
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poverty reduction among indigenous (and non-indigenous) populations in Asia contrasting with
relative stagnation - and in some cases falling back - in Latin America and Africa. Two main factors
motivate the book. First, there is a growing concern among poverty analysts worldwide that
countries with significant vulnerable populations - such as indigenous peoples - may not meet the
Millennium Development Goals, and thus there exists a consequent need for better data tracking
conditions among these groups. Second, there is a growing call by indigenous organizations,
including the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Peoples, for solid, disaggregated data
analyzing the size and causes of the "development gap."
Student Participation in Academic Governance Nov 25 2023
Istanbul Istanbul Oct 25 2023 “Istanbul, Istanbul turns on the tension between the confines of a
prison cell and the vastness of the imagination; between the vulnerable borders of the body and the
unassailable depths of the mind. This is a harrowing, riveting novel, as unforgettable as it is
inescapable.” —Dale Peck, author of Visions and Revisions “A wrenching love poem to Istanbul told
between torture sessions by four prisoners in their cell beneath the city. An ode to pain in which
Dostoevsky meets The Decameron.” —John Ralston Saul, author of On Equilibrium; former
president, PEN International “Istanbul is a city of a million cells, and every cell is an Istanbul unto
itself.” Below the ancient streets of Istanbul, four prisoners—Demirtay the student, the doctor, Kamo
the barber, and Uncle Küheylan—sit, awaiting their turn at the hands of their wardens. When they
are not subject to unimaginable violence, the condemned tell one another stories about the city,
shaded with love and humor, to pass the time. Quiet laughter is the prisoners’ balm, delivered
through parables and riddles. Gradually, the underground narrative turns into a narrative of the
above-ground. Initially centered around people, the book comes to focus on the city itself. And we
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discover there is as much suffering and hope in the Istanbul above ground as there is in the cells
underground. Despite its apparently bleak setting, this novel—translated into seventeen
languages—is about creation, compassion, and the ultimate triumph of the imagination.
Randomistas Jul 30 2021 A fascinating account of how radical researchers have used experiments
to overturn conventional wisdom and shaped life as we know it Experiments have consistently been
used in the hard sciences, but in recent decades social scientists have adopted the practice.
Randomized trials have been used to design policies to increase educational attainment, lower crime
rates, elevate employment rates, and improve living standards among the poor. This book tells the
stories of radical researchers who have used experiments to overturn conventional wisdom. From
finding the cure for scurvy to discovering what policies really improve literacy rates, Leigh shows
how randomistas have shaped life as we know it. Written in a “Gladwell-esque” style, this book
provides a fascinating account of key randomized control trial studies from across the globe and the
challenges that randomistas have faced in getting their studies accepted and their findings
implemented. In telling these stories, Leigh draws out key lessons learned and shows the most
effective way to conduct these trials.
Mobilization Effects of Multilateral Development Banks Nov 13 2022 We use loan-level data on
syndicated lending to a large sample of developing countries between 1993 and 2017 to estimate the
mobilization effects of multilateral development banks (MDBs), controlling for a large set of fixed
effects. We find evidence of positive and significant direct and indirect mobilization effects of
multilateral lending on the number of deals and on the total size of bank inflows. The number of
lending banks and the average maturity of syndicated loans also increase after MDB lending. These
effects are present not only on impact, but they last up to three years and are not offset by a decline
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in bond financing. There is no evidence of anticipation effects and the results are not driven by
confounding factors, such as the presence of large global banks, Chinese lending and aid flows.
Finally, the economic effects are sizable, suggesting that MBDs can play a vital role to mobilize
private sector financing to achieve the goals of the 2030 Development Agenda.
An Imperial Vision Dec 27 2023 This book looks at the relationship between culture and power
expressed in architectural forms employed by the British in India. These buildings reflect the choices
made by the British in their politics as imperial rulers.
Mourning Religion Jan 21 2021 Late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century theorists such as
Freud, Durkheim, Weber, and Marx built their intellectual edifices on what they thought would be
the remains or ruins of religion in the wake of modernization. But today the decline and
disappearance of religion can no longer be simply assumed. In the face of contemporary
entanglements of religion and violence, the establishment of meaning and morality remains
troubling; the experience of loss and change remains, paradoxically, constant; and new theoretical
perspectives--feminism, race studies, postcolonial studies, queer studies, postmodernism--have
emerged, challenging the works that mourned religion and created meaning in earlier periods. The
effects of this ongoing experience of mourning and symbolic loss on culture, on subjectivity, and on
the academic disciplines of religious studies, though immense, are poorly understood and
underinterpreted. In order to correct this lacuna in scholarly thought, this volume brings together a
notable group of scholars who examine the ways in which recent cultural transformations inform the
place of religion in the modern world. Methodologically, they represent the intersection of religious
studies and the social scientific study of religion, bringing the disciplines of psychology, sociology,
and anthropology into this dialogue.
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Religion, Food, and Eating in North America Apr 06 2022 The way in which religious people eat
reflects not only their understanding of food and religious practice but also their conception of
society and their place within it. This anthology considers theological foodways, identity foodways,
negotiated foodways, and activist foodways in the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean.
Original essays explore the role of food and eating in defining theologies and belief structures,
creating personal and collective identities, establishing and challenging boundaries and borders, and
helping to negotiate issues of community, religion, race, and nationality. Contributors consider food
practices and beliefs among Christians, Jews, Muslims, and Buddhists, as well as members of new
religious movements, Afro-Caribbean religions, interfaith families, and individuals who consider food
itself a religion. They traverse a range of geographic regions, from the Southern Appalachian
Mountains to North America's urban centers, and span historical periods from the colonial era to the
present. These essays contain a variety of methodological and theoretical perspectives, emphasizing
the embeddedness of food and eating practices within specific religions and the embeddedness of
religion within society and culture. The volume makes an excellent resource for scholars hoping to
add greater depth to their research and for instructors seeking a thematically rich, vivid, and
relevant tool for the classroom.
The Returns to Education Mar 06 2022
Economic Growth Nov 01 2021 Why are some countries rich and others poor? David N. Weil, one
of the top researchers in economic growth, introduces students to the latest theoretical tools, data,
and insights underlying this pivotal question. By showing how empirical data relate to new and old
theoretical ideas, Economic Growth provides readers with a complete introduction to the discipline
and the latest research.
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Sins and Innocents Apr 18 2023 Two young people from foreign lands meet in a shop in Cambridge:
Brani Tawo, a Kurdish political refugee from Turkey, and Feruzeh, who had fled to the UK from
revolutionary Iran. Slowly, their love begins to grow, fed by stories, a shared love of literature and a
subtle recognition of their mutual displacement.
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